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Further Information:

- For subsequent footnote citations, use an abbreviated form.
  - With no intervening reference a second mention of the same page requires only
    45Ibid.
  - With no intervening reference but with reference to a different page
  - With an intervening reference, give author's surname and page number
    51Grabbe, 68.
  - With an intervening reference and more than one title by the author, give author's surname, a brief title, and page number
    65Grabbe, Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages, 68.

- Arrange the items on your bibliography **alphabetically** by **author**, interfiling books, articles, etc.
- Bibliography entries should be single spaced with a double space between entries.
- For additional examples see the print version of *A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations*, 6th ed. shelved at the reference desk.
- **Special note for Christian Studies students**: For more examples of how to cite biblical references, commentaries and theological dictionaries, see the Student Supplement for the SBL Handbook of Style. The SBL style guide also differs slightly in citing electronic sources.